Happy New Year, dear friends!
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Bible Study (DBS) groups, and
our
The focus of our lives right now has to
training our church people to be the main force behind getting these groups going and spreading.
There are definitely highs and lows in the whole process, but we do believe God is at work and it's
exciting to see. Let me take you on a little tour of what these look like:
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Group B - This group of 4 men finished going through all the lessons now. The idea is that next they
take what they've learned and start their own groups. We refer to this as the 2"d generation. Rather
than have them each lead a group on their own, Tim grouped them into pairs so that they are working
together. Each man is to start his own group, however they will work to be a support to one another.
Amadou and Bala wffe grouped together, both formerly of the major religion, and John and Kwaku
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issue. Dry season is when we really want to push forward, because people aren't working, but
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now everyone hopes to get lucky, so they head to the fields whenever possible.
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Kwaku is going to start a group in a village where he's had contact for a while. It was to this village
we took one of the hand operated wheel chairs for a young girt suffering with a horrible case of
...scoliosis. Later we were able to give another man a regular wheel chair, both gifts we received from
Orphan Grain Train, helping to open doors for the gospel! Meanwhile, John is trying to resurrect
old men's group that started long ago but never seemed to get off the ground due to distractions in
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the village, meetings and other things. One man has already died since then which highlights the
urgency of getting them together. A meeting just today revealed that the men now have 4 people
committed and John has another man he wants to bring so that makes the ideal 5 people. They want
to begin next Friday!
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Another group that is finally meeting again aftet the Covid shutdown is Group S. The two men in this
group and both Arabic teachers, but very interested in studying the Torah. Once schools shut down,
they both headed to the gold fields to supplement their income. Now that schools are open, they met
again this week for the first time since March.
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Group Acy (women's group): This group has become so much more than I'd ever expected. Meeting
at the compound of one of our church families, it has been consistent and has actually grown. When
Tim urged each family in our church to do the DBS lessons together, I was given Acy's family to
attend with. I soon realized that they were inviting all the other women in their compound to join
each week as well! This included several women of the majority religion here. Eventually one
woman's husband forbade her to attend again, other women came and went, but we now have the 4
women from Acy's family plus about 4 other women that come pretty regularly. We've finished with
the Torah (OT) and are well into the Injil (NT).I thought that ladies would start dropping out when
we got to Jesus, but it hasn't happened. God's given multiple opportunities to pray for people. One
woman was very pregnant when she found her baby was lying sideways. We laid hands on her and
prayed, and the baby turned! Another gal came from another house nearby. It turned out she'd had 7
preguancies that all ended in miscarriage. We'vs been praying for her fervently, and took her to our
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clinic for tests to see if anything can be done. Prayers appreciated for Adama! Her husband also
recently forbade her from attending our gatherings, afraid we're trying to convert her. Reconciliation
between women has taken place too after our lesson on the Beatitudes where Jesus told the people to
turn the other cheek and walk extra kilometers with others. It's been very exciting to see God at work
in these ladies! In places where DMM (Disciple Making Movement) is done many report that it is
especially effective with women as there is not a lot to offer them from the other religion.
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Group F: This one has also met fairly consistently and is moving right along in the lessons. This is
the one group that is purely Maninka and of the major religion and looks like what we hope to see
other groups look like, so we have a lot of hope for these men!
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A brand new group: This one really excites me because we had nothing to do with it! Two of the
Maninka women in our church got together and decided to meet every Saturday night and start their
own study. One woman has 2 teen age girls, so there are 4 of them. Since then, I encouraged another
gal in our church that speaks Maninka fluently to also join. She'd been working with me and started
coming to our Acy group, so had a handle on how to lead the DBS, so she makes 5. We have all the
lessons on SD cards now, so I got them a phone they can share, so they can listen to each lesson
together and then on their own.
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Another brand new group! Welcome Group M, and this is hot off the press. One man from our
chutch, Moriba, was a member of a group of 3 (Diallo's group) from our chureh, but recently and on
his own, started a group of 5 people at his house! We've been talking in Sunday School about how
much we ask people to change when they come to Jesus and it's not always welcome. So when
Moriba asked Tim for some benches for the meeting, Tim suggested having them bring their prayer
mats, items they are used to and can carry over. Great idea and costs nothing!! Our goal is to make
following Jesus about following Jesus, and not about changing your entire lifesty le. We'll write more
on this in the future.
The last groups are pure church groups which include Kwaku's family, John's, and the French
speaking group at Marcel's house. This finishes our grand tour!
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this we ask you to pray for Tim who has to begin mentoring those that are starting offon
He needs to guide without taking over (not easy for him). We were able to get information
from another team working with DMM here in Guinea, and next week Tim has a telephone (Zoom)
appointment to meet with Paul Watson, the son of the man that really got this whole movement
started, David Watson. There's a more complete description at the end of our last prayer calendar, in
case you missed it. Hopefully that will bring a little more clarity of how things need to be done as we
progress. The more we use this, the more we see how difficult this can be for people that have never
sat in a school, and have no formal education at all. So patience is needed! But we've found the Holy
Spirit to be an awesome teacher, so we're trusting the gaps can be filled and that He can work even
through those things!
keep these groups in yourprayers! We are
do here. Pray that many catch the fire of the Holy
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To support our work:
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Global Lutheran 0utreach
6709 Ficus Dr.
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Miramar, FL 33023
For the work of Tim and Beth Heiney
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